Call for research proposal submission!

Doctoral Workshop on
“Advances in manufacturing and logistics management and control problems”

To the PhD candidates of our community,

We are honored and glad to announce the introduction of a new appointment for the PhD candidates in our community: the Doctoral Workshop on “Advances in manufacturing and logistics management and control problems” (AML).

The workshop is proposed for the first time by TC 5.1 and TC 5.2 in collaboration with the CC 5 and INCOM 2024.

In an encouraging and vibrant setting with other PhD candidates, experienced researchers, and professors, the workshop empowers you to delve deeper into your doctorate work.

During the workshop, which will be held the 27th of August (the day before INCOM2024), you will have 30 mins to present and discuss your research, receiving valuable feedback from multiple perspectives. This includes:

- **Expert insights**: Written feedback on your Research Proposal from senior researchers prior to the workshop.
- **Constructive discussions**: Verbal feedback from dedicated reviewers and insightful contributions from fellow researchers and PhD students during the workshop.
- **Structured guidance**: Reflections on your ongoing/planned research activities and guidance on crafting a compelling proposal for external review.

By participating, you will gain fresh perspectives, refine your research focus, and gain the confidence to navigate the path towards a successful PhD journey.

Based on the number of submissions, there might be a selection of research proposals which will be presented only in a poster presentation mode.

**PhD Research Proposal submission**

Interested PhD students apply by submitting a PhD Research Proposal of up to 10 pages using the template provided, via email to: marco.macchi@polimi.it and fabio.sgarbossa@ntnu.no.

**Doctoral Workshop details:**
- **Date**: August 27, 2024
- **Location**: Institute of Management Science (Theresianumgasse 27, 1040 Vienna)
- **Registration fee**: participation is included in the student registration fee and includes the workshop and refreshments.

**Key dates:**
- **03 June 2024**: submission of the PhD research proposal
- **15 July 2024**: notification of review results, with comments and suggestions for improvement of the PhD research proposals
- **09 August 2024**: submission of the revised PhD research proposal
- **27 August 2024**: workshop presentation, with feedback and discussions

If you have any inquiries, please contact us at marco.macchi@polimi.it and fabio.sgarbossa@ntnu.no.